Equitable access to quality trauma systems in low-income and middle-income countries: assessing gaps and developing priorities in Ghana, Rwanda and South Africa
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ABSTRACT
Injuries in low-income and middle-income countries are prevalent and their number is expected to increase. Death and disability after injury can be reduced if people reach healthcare facilities in a timely manner. Knowledge of barriers to access to quality injury care is necessary to intervene to improve outcomes. We combined a four-delay framework with WHO Building Blocks and Institution of Medicine Quality Outcomes Frameworks to describe barriers to trauma care in three countries in sub-Saharan Africa: Ghana, South Africa and Rwanda. We used a parallel convergent mixed-methods research design, integrating the results to enable a holistic analysis of the barriers to access to quality injury care. Data were collected using surveys of patient experiences of injury care, interviews and focus group discussions with patients and community leaders, and a survey of policy-makers and healthcare leaders on the governance context for injury care. We identified 121 barriers across all three countries. Of these, 31 (25.6%) were shared across countries. More than half (18/31, 58%) were predominantly related to delay 3 (‘Delays to receiving quality care’). The majority of the barriers were captured using just one of the multiple methods, emphasising the need to use multiple methods to identify all barriers. Given there are many barriers to access to quality care for people who have been injured in Rwanda, Ghana and South Africa, but few of these are shared across countries, solutions to overcome these barriers may also be contextually dependent. This suggests the need for rigorous assessments of contexts using multiple data collection methods before developing interventions to improve access to quality care.

INTRODUCTION
In low-income and middle-income countries (LMICs), injuries account for more deaths than tuberculosis, malaria and HIV combined; indeed 90% of injury deaths occur in LMICs. Injury is currently the leading killer among people in the economically productive age. Injury-associated mortality is expected to rise, with projections that road traffic accidents will be the third leading cause of death by 2030. Non-fatal injuries are also important and common, with 1 billion people (15% of the global population) sustaining an injury in 2013 that warranted healthcare. Reducing deaths from injury is a key Sustainable Development Goal.
Development Goal (SDG 3.6) as is providing Universal Health Coverage (SDG 3.8). For patients who have been injured, timely access to quality care is essential for reducing death and disability. Access within the Golden Hour or the Lancet Commission on Global Surgery’s 2-hour target have been accepted by many trauma experts as the appropriate window for injured patients to reach a healthcare facility that can treat them. However, many injured people in LMICs take longer than 2 hours to reach a healthcare facility and our study on external injury deaths in South Africa found 36% of deaths were avoidable if barriers to access to care were reduced. We have also found that barriers to access to care are experienced at multiple stages throughout the healthcare journey.

Developing healthcare systems that provide timely and quality care for the injured requires an acknowledgement that these are complex adaptive systems, with positive and negative interactions which may be context dependent. These differences and interactions may vary depending on, for example, countries’ development status; the political, governance and finance contexts for health; sociocultural contexts, individual factors (eg, personal wealth and education) and experiences (eg, previous interactions with the healthcare services); and healthcare service factors (eg, whether the necessary building blocks for health are present and whether quality care is provided). To develop systems that match the needs of the injured patients requires a thorough understanding of the barriers to access to quality care. However, few studies have collected such data and even fewer have done so using multiple methods. Barriers to accessing quality care have been described using the four-delay framework, adapted from the three delays framework previously used to improve maternal healthcare. Delay 1, seeking care, occurs from the point of injury to taking the decision to go to care; Delay 2, reaching care, is from the decision to seek care being made to arriving at formal healthcare; Delay 3, receiving care, is from arrival at the first formal healthcare facility to receiving definitive treatment; and Delay 4, remaining in quality care, is from discharge from acute care to rehabilitation to optimal function. In order to maximise ability to improve equitable access to quality trauma care, it is necessary to understand the barriers to access to quality care that occur at each and every delay stage. In addition, to assess whether barriers are shared across or dependent. These differences and interactions may vary depending on, for example, countries’ development status; the political, governance and finance contexts for health; sociocultural contexts, individual factors (eg, personal wealth and education) and experiences (eg, previous interactions with the healthcare services); and healthcare service factors (eg, whether the necessary building blocks for health are present and whether quality care is provided). To develop systems that match the needs of the injured patients requires a thorough understanding of the barriers to access to quality care. However, few studies have collected such data and even fewer have done so using multiple methods. Barriers to accessing quality care have been described using the four-delay framework, adapted from the three delays framework previously used to improve maternal healthcare. Delay 1, seeking care, occurs from the point of injury to taking the decision to go to care; Delay 2, reaching care, is from the decision to seek care being made to arriving at formal healthcare; Delay 3, receiving care, is from arrival at the first formal healthcare facility to receiving definitive treatment; and Delay 4, remaining in quality care, is from discharge from acute care to rehabilitation to optimal function. In order to maximise ability to improve equitable access to quality trauma care, it is necessary to understand the barriers to access to quality care that occur at each and every delay stage. In addition, to assess whether barriers are shared across or experienced differently in countries with different sociocultural characteristics, healthcare systems, and levels of economic development, requires employing similar methods to assess barriers in different settings. Assessing barriers across multiple countries or contexts may suggest where these are shared and thus, where solutions might be transferable across settings. As far as we are aware, no studies have aimed to compare, across countries, the barriers to timely access to quality care after injury.

We combined the four-delay, the WHO building block, and the Institute of Medicine (IoM) Quality frameworks to describe barriers to trauma care in three countries in sub-Saharan Africa with differing levels of development, socio-cultural and healthcare contexts. We used a convergent parallel mixed-methods study design to appraise barriers to access to quality care after injury in these countries to enable holistic understanding within and across the countries.

**APPROACH**

**Study countries**

The study was conducted in Ghana, Rwanda and South Africa. One rural and one urban area in each country was purposively selected to allow feasibility while being as representative of the general population as possible.

Ghana is a lower-middle-income country, with an estimated population of 30.4 million people (2019), a life expectancy of 63.8 years, and 7.56% of deaths and 7.24% of disability-adjusted life-years (DALYs) are estimated to be due to trauma. Inequality in Ghana is high, as is out of pocket (OOP) health expenditure (37.69% of total health expenditure is OOP). Tamale Metropolitan Area and Yendi Municipal District were the urban and rural study areas chosen; both are in the north of Ghana.

Rwanda is a low-income country of 12.6 million people, with a life expectancy of 68.7 years; 9% of all deaths and 10% of DALYs are due to trauma. Community-Based Health Insurance was introduced in 1999/2000 to enable citizens in rural populations and the informal sector to access healthcare. Despite this, the health system is still challenged with deficiencies and inequalities. This study was conducted in the metropolitan area of the capital, Kigali, and the rural area of Burera.

South Africa is an upper-middle-income country, with a population of 60.1 million and a life expectancy of 62.0 years. Injuries are estimated to be responsible for 10% of deaths and 11% of DALYs. Interpersonal violence seven times higher and road traffic collisions are double the global rate. Access to healthcare is inequitable with 86% of the population served by the public sector which has a disproportionately low proportion of the human resources for health.

**Conceptual frameworks**

On appraising the literature on frameworks for conceptualising access to quality healthcare, we did not find a developed framework that suited our aims exhaustively. However, three frameworks we considered would, in combination, comprehensively cover the dimensions of access to quality healthcare for injured people in LMICs. These were: the four-delay framework to access to care as described above, the IoM framework for quality healthcare, and the WHO health systems building blocks. The IoM’s framework for quality healthcare conceptualises quality of care as effective, safe, efficient, timely, patient centred, and equitable. The WHO building blocks include leadership/governance, financing, medicines and equipment, information, human resources,
and service delivery. Data collection and analyses were based on the domains in these frameworks.

**Parallel convergent research design**

The same methodologies were employed in each country. Data on barriers to equitable access of quality care were collected between June 2020 and May 2021 by trained local researchers. Desired numbers of participants for each methodology were determined by previous experience of numbers required to produce reliable results.20 23 Due to COVID-19, these numbers were not achieved for all methodologies, and the actual numbers recruited are seen in table 1. For the workshops, up to 30 participants were desired; slightly more were invited with the expectation of drop-outs. For the qualitative interviews, in each country we aimed to recruit 10 participants in both the urban and rural areas. We used a purposeful sampling strategy to ensure a relatively equal number of patients from each area in each study country. Our approach aimed to gain rich understandings of participants’ experiences of injury, with the interview schedule designed to be in-depth with open-ended questions.

We also aimed to undertake one focus group discussion in both the urban and rural areas, with up to eight participants desired for each discussion. Ideal numbers for the Inpatient Assessment of Healthcare and Outpatient Users Assessment of Healthcare surveys are larger than our sample size, but this was not feasible to achieve in our study.24 Nevertheless, the IQR of responses was narrow even with our smaller sample size. Likewise, fewer participants were invited to complete the governance survey than in other studies, and the results from this should be taken as indicative only.25

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data sources</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Achieved no of participants</th>
<th>Methodological approach</th>
<th>Analysis approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Workshops to capture and prioritise existing barriers from multiple stakeholder groups. | Kigali, Rwanda; Tamale, Ghana; Cape Town, South Africa | Rwanda: 34  
Ghana: 31  
South Africa: 34 | Consensus process with small working groups and plenary discussion | Identified priorities were de-duplicated by the whole investigator team and presented under each Delay. |
| Interviews and focus group discussions with injured persons to capture their experiences of barriers. | Both of an urban and a rural setting in each study country* | Around 10 interviews in rural and 10 in urban areas in each country, depending on saturation.  
Ghana=25 interviews  
South Africa=20 Interviews  
Rwanda=20 interviews  
Between 4 and 11 participants in each focus group | Qualitative | Thematic analysis |
| Focus group discussions with community leaders to capture their experiences and perceptions of barriers | Both of an urban and a rural setting in each study country* | Between 4 and 9 participants in each focus group | Qualitative | Thematic analysis |
| I-PAHC and O-PAHC surveys with injured persons to capture their experiences of quality of care provided by in or outpatient facilities | Both of an urban and a rural setting in each study country* | Rwanda:  
I-PAHC 36  
O-PAHC 24  
Ghana:  
I-PAHC 13  
O-PAHC 17  
South Africa:  
I-PAHC 22  
O-PAHC 28 | Descriptive quantitative analysis | The percentage score for each question and experiential quality category was calculated.24 |
| Governance survey with policy makers or trauma care providers or leaders to assess the policy and governance context for trauma | National surveys | Five from Rwanda, 5 from South Africa and 11 from Ghana | Descriptive qualitative analysis | Each of the 10 principles of governance developed by Siddiqi et al and related questions were assigned scores.25 |

*Urban and rural settings were: Kigali (urban) and Burera (rural) in Rwanda; Tamale (urban) and Yendi (rural) in Ghana; and Khayelitsha (urban) and Worcester (rural) in South Africa.

I-PAHC, Inpatient Assessment of Healthcare; O-PAHC, Outpatient Users Assessment of Healthcare.
Data were analysed separately by in-country research teams, with support from the central investigator team (JC, JD, MLO, AI and AMAL). The results were then discussed, compared and integrated during a 2-day investigator meeting held in Tamale, Ghana in May 2021. A summary of the methods for this study is presented in Table 1 and the full description is available in online supplemental appendix 1.

**Patient and public involvement**

Participants were not directly involved in planning the study methodologies in all countries. However, the design of the study was based on prior stakeholder engagement in Rwanda. Additionally, community leaders were consulted prior to the study and agreed to research being done in their community and results will be disseminated to communities via community leaders.

**Synthesis of results**

The results were presented, discussed and integrated during the 2-day investigator’s meeting in Ghana in May 2021, with the aims of identifying barriers shared across all countries, those unique to individual countries, and the delay stages (all and predominant) at which barriers act.

First, the results from each of the methods for each country were presented to generate a list of all barriers found using all methods in all countries, categorised by the IoM quality and health system building block domains. Barriers were captured as yes (y) if present; no (n) if it was mentioned but described as not a barrier; and silent (s) if it was not mentioned at all. We included the ‘no—not a barrier’ responses, for completeness, given that in the qualitative work, some respondents actively stated that some issues that they are aware of in other countries are not an issue in their own. In each individual country, where there was a discordance between methods in whether a barrier was present or not, these barriers were assigned both ‘y and n’.

In the next stage, all barriers assigned ‘y’ were collated to show where barriers were shared across all three countries. The investigators then divided into three country-based teams to discuss which delay stage or stages these barriers affected, and the predominant delay stage. These results were presented in the plenary discussion among the investigators until consensus was reached on all the delay stages that barriers affected, and the predominant delay that they affected across all countries.

In total, using all data collection methods in the three countries, 121 barriers in accessing injury care were identified across all countries (online supplemental appendix 2). The domains with the largest number of barriers were the WHO building block of service delivery (37/121=30.6%) and leadership and governance (21/121=17.4%).

In Ghana, 83 out of the 121 barriers (68.6%) were identified (‘y’). Out of these, 58 (58/83=69.9%) barriers were identified using one method, 22 (22/83=26.5%) using two methods, and one (1/83=1.2%) using three methods. For two barriers, there was disagreement (‘y and n’) between methods. Thirty (30/121=24.8%) barriers were not mentioned using any method in Ghana and were given an ‘s’. In South Africa, 74 barriers (71/121=58.7%) were identified; 51 (51/74=68.9%) using one method, 20 (20/74=27.0%) using two methods and three barriers (3/74=4.1%) using three different methods. Thirty-six barriers (36/121=29.8%) were not identified using any method in South Africa and given a ‘s’. In Rwanda, 62 (62/121=51.2%) barriers were identified with disagreement for five barriers (‘y’ and ‘n’). Forty-three barriers (43/62=69.4%) were identified using one method, 13 barriers (13/62=21.0%) were identified using two different methods and one of the barriers (1/62=1.6%) using three methods. Forty-one barriers (41/121=33.9%) were not identified using any method in Rwanda and noted as ‘s’.

Out of all the 121 barriers identified, 31 (31/121=25.6%) were present in all three study countries using at least one data collection method (Table 2). 49 (49/121=40.5%) were present in only two countries and 41 (41/121=33.9%) were only present in one. Figure 1 shows the number of consensus barriers (n=31) in each delay and overlapping delays. The majority of the shared barriers came under the WHO building blocks of governance (n=7) and service delivery (n=8).

Out of the barriers shared across all countries, 7 (23%) were related to all four delays, 12 (39%) were related to three delays and 9 (29%) were related to two delays. Only three (9%) barriers were related to only one delay. More than half of the shared barriers (18/31=58%) were classified as predominantly related to delay 3 (‘Delays to receiving quality care’), while five (16%) were predominantly related to delay 1 (‘Delays in seeking care’) and five (16%) were predominantly related to delay 2 (‘Delays in reaching care’), respectively. There were three barriers (10%) that were predominantly related to delay 4 (‘Delays in remaining in care’).

For almost all shared barriers, we achieved consensus on which was the predominant delay to which the barrier belonged. However, for one barrier ‘Poor follow-up care’, this was difficult. The Ghana team felt very strongly this would affect delay 1 (seeking care) just as much or possibly more than delay 4 (remaining in care).

**Reflections**

In this mixed-method, multicountry study, we found several barriers to accessing quality injury care across multiple domains of delays, quality, outcomes and health system building blocks. Our findings show that access to quality trauma care is a complex health system problem and indicate that understanding the issue in a holistic manner is likely to be a prerequisite to improving access to quality care. Moreover, we collected data from three different countries in Sub-Saharan Africa with different income and development status and found only a small proportion of the total number of barriers identified in all countries were shared across countries. This indicates...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original framework</th>
<th>Category of barrier</th>
<th>Institute of medicine domain if relevant</th>
<th>Barrier</th>
<th>Consensus—all delays</th>
<th>Consensus—predominant delay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WHO Building blocks</td>
<td>Leadership/</td>
<td></td>
<td>Information on equitable access to trauma care collected</td>
<td>1,2,3,4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Governance</td>
<td></td>
<td>Road infrastructure.</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The ‘right’ hospital location. The ‘right’ acute care facility location—near to patients.</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rehabilitation services —available and near to patients.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ambulance transport availability</td>
<td>1,2,3,</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Geographical coverage of ambulance services</td>
<td>1,2,3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Facility infrastructure</td>
<td>1,2,3,4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health system finance</td>
<td>Equity</td>
<td></td>
<td>Budget equitably allocated</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cost of transport to get to hospital and between hospitals. (Cost of accessing ambulances)</td>
<td>1,2,4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Costs of getting to and receiving care at follow-up</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service delivery</td>
<td>Timely</td>
<td></td>
<td>Traditional healers and their interface with the health system.</td>
<td>1,2,3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Available health facility targets for trauma care</td>
<td>3, 4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Organisation of facilities</td>
<td>1,3,4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wait time at facilities</td>
<td>1,3,4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Clear referral processes (within facilities, between facilities and including discharge)</td>
<td>1,3,4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Follow-up system</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Appropriate provision of services for the level of demand.</td>
<td>1,2,3,4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Resources (beds, equipment, intensive care unit)</td>
<td>1, 3, 4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient centred</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pain control</td>
<td>1, 3, 4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Data collected on patient outcomes or satisfaction</td>
<td>1,3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Respectful care/attitudes of staff towards patients</td>
<td>1,3,4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective</td>
<td>Information systems</td>
<td></td>
<td>Complications after injuries</td>
<td>1,4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Interfacility transfer</td>
<td>1,2,3,4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Patient education—when to seek care.</td>
<td>1, 4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Patient education—where to seek care</td>
<td>1,2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>staff understanding of data to be collected and tools to do so</td>
<td>3,4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ambulance divert systems</td>
<td>2,3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Workforce</td>
<td></td>
<td>Staff supervision</td>
<td>2,3,4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Available medications/other treatment</td>
<td>1,3,4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Available equipment.</td>
<td>3,4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bystander fear of injury</td>
<td>1,2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The darker shade of green the more delays the barrier influences.
Delay 1 yellow, delay 2 darker yellow, delay 3 lighter green and delay 4 darker green.
that these barriers may transcend contexts and that solutions for them might be transferable to other countries in this region. However, our findings on the large numbers of barriers that are limited to just one or two countries also indicate that issues limiting access to quality injury care are likely to be highly contextually dependent and it cannot be taken for granted that solutions developed in one country, or context, will be transferable to another. Of particular note were the barriers that were only experienced in one country, and which were likely therefore to be the most contextually determined. These were barriers related to violence and alcohol abuse in South Africa, seeking and receiving care from traditional healers in Ghana, and issues related to seeking care when injuries occur at night in Rwanda.

We also found that while some barriers were seen using multiple data collection methods, many barriers were captured using just one of the data collection methods, showing the need to use a number of different methods when undertaking data collection to holistically understand access to quality injury care in LMICs. Most previous studies have addressed only one or two of the delay stages and used single methods, and are likely to have missed important barriers in access to care. Using different methods, we have shown some divergence in response regarding whether barriers are present or not, which adds to the understanding that single method studies or those with a focus on only one delay stage may not give a reliable picture of barriers in access to care. In a recent literature review by Whitaker et al.,40 out of the 111 (40.5%) identified studies focused solely on barriers in delay 3, and only 3 studies (2.7%) focused on all three delays in access to care. Moreover, most of the studies were conducted in one country. We have found, as have others, that the majority of the shared barriers were related to delay 3, receiving care.

However, using multiple methods, as we did in this study, ensures a broader array of barriers can be identified, and barriers occurring at delay 1 and delay 2 can also be seen as substantial contributors to delays in timely access of quality care for the injured. Similar findings have been seen in South Africa, where delays 1 and 2 contributed around 36% of avoidable mortality after injury.10 As our results show, barriers were not only around processes that would lead to effective clinical care, but also around the other quality outcomes of safety, timeliness, and patient-centred care; all issues that have been neglected in the global health agenda until recently.11

We have also shown that many barriers were experienced at multiple delay stages, exposing the intricacy of the effects of barriers on care-access. This is reflective of our previous findings in Rwanda,10 which highlighted the complex and interconnected nature of barriers to health system access post injury.12 While this may make provision of solutions seem daunting, it could also be considered that improving one barrier that acts at multiple delays could improve several other delays, with a potentially synergistic or reinforcing effect.26 27 The same reasoning holds for multi-country interventions. For example, “Ambulance transport availability” is a barrier that was prioritised across all three countries in our study and which was found to act across multiple delays. This barrier influences the service user’s decision to seek care (delay 1) and their possibility to reach care (delay 2). Also, it influences delay 3 as we have defined interfacility transport as a third delay barrier after the patient has reached care. Additionally, this barrier influences patient’s decision to remain in care (delay 4). Hence improving ambulance transport availability is likely to have a substantial impact on timely access to quality care.

Ability to improve outcomes after injury in the countries included in this study and other LMICs will be limited if this is not a political priority. According to Shiffman and Smith there are four key components to achieving political priority in global health: actor power (the strengths of individuals and organisations concerned with the issue), ideas (the ways in which those involved with the issue understand and portray it), political context (the environments in which actors operate), and issue characteristics (features of the problem).28 We have found through our governance survey that some of these components are present in each country. For example, in Rwanda there is actor power and strong political commitment. The Rwanda Surgical Society made trauma a priority at their last general meeting in November 2019, which has hosted a national symposium on trauma care, and Rwanda has an Emergency Medical Services Strategic Plan,29 and a trauma registry capturing information on all trauma cases admitted to major referral hospitals in the country.30 31 However, without knowledge of issue characteristics, here, the barriers in accessing quality care for injuries, political will risks being poorly directed.
CONCLUSION
This mixed method multicountry study is one of the first of its kind showing there are multiple barriers in access to care for injuries in Rwanda, Ghana and South Africa. These three countries which have different development status and income levels had multiple barriers in access to injury care which shows that the issue is complex. Only a quarter of the barriers were shared across all three countries, suggesting the need for rigorous assessment in individual contexts using multiple data collection methods before developing interventions for improving access to quality care for injured patients.
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